WELCOME TO CONNECT2STEM!

- Explore the inner workings of a F-117 Stealth jet fighter engine!
- Go Prehistoric with the Phoenix Dino Crew!
- Break down complex computer coding through hands-on, interactive gaming with the Code Ninjas!
- Honor past inventors who helped shape both our present and future at the National Inventors Hall of Fame!
- Blast off with UA Lunar and Planetary Lab’s OSIRIS-Rex mission to the asteroid Bennu!
- Discover future local STEM events through the AZ SciTech Festival!
- Meet Wilbur and Wilma at the UA Photo booth!
- Grab your official UA gear at the Bookstore!

Test your operating skills on the da Vinci® Surgical System featured in the James Bond adventure Die Another Day!

Embrace your creative side with the “In the Pipeline” activity from the Children’s Museum of Phoenix, promoting problem solving, geometry and physics!

Flex Your Math Muscles in the Financial Literacy Zone, Sponsored by USAA and Junior Achievement!

Observe as the Center for NanoBioscience and Medicine’s 3D-Printer Creates One-of-a-Kind Designs Right Before Your Eyes!

Calling All Future Nurses — Grab Your Scrubs and Train to Become a UA Nurse in the Wildcat Play Hospital!

Explore State-of-the-Art Equipment from the College’s Center for Simulation and Innovation and Witness Live Scenarios!

Snap, click and share your Memories.
@uamedphx | #Connect2STEM